Passionate
about floors
since 1949
Lightwood | Maxwood | Maxwear

Golvabia - a lifelong journey
in quality flooring
In 1927, at the age of 19, Ivar Andersson made the journey from
Sweden across the Atlantic to start a new life in the new world across
the sea. His uncle Manne awaited his arrival in Hartford, Connecticut
where a new profession awaited Ivar: parquet floor layer. As Ivar was
perfecting the art of laying beautiful parquet patterns, a new idea
started to grow. On the journey back to Sweden, the plan was settled:
Ivar would start a company in the flooring industry.
Quite a few years have gone by since Golvabia’s founding in
Anderstorp, Sweden in 1949. But we are still right here in Anderstorp
- offices, warehouse and factory. The family behind the company has
grown as well, and Golvabia is now run by the third generation of
passionate flooring entrepeneurs: Victoria and Roger Davidsson.
Here at Golvabia, expertise, quality and design go hand in hand. We
are not in the habit of chasing short-term trends. We believe in design
that stands the test of time and sustainable flooring that becomes a
part of your life, the wonderful story that plays out under the roofes
of our Scandinavian homes.
We know from experience. Our journey began 70 years ago, the day
Ivar came back home.
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Passionate about
floors since 1949
- Back in 1949, we started from scratch and
are now one of Sweden’s leading flooring
manufacturers. Come explore our world of
fantastic flooring options.
The flooring in this brochure is manufactured in Sweden,
deep in Småland's dark forests, and is designed to stand
up to the Nordic climate and lifestyle. All of our flooring
is based on natural, carefully selected raw materials. The
floors are crafted by experienced professionals who have a
deep understanding of our raw materials (genuine wood)
and our end product (quality flooring). This guarantees that
when you choose us, you will get a quality wood floor that
you can enjoy for years to come.
Are you looking for genuine, exclusive wood varieties?
Or maybe you are looking for something a little more
standard, but with the highest possible durability? Our
wide selection offers flooring materials that can meet all
possible demands and conditions and has something for
every taste. We strive for innovation in our products and
think in new and creative ways. This thinking has led to the
development of unique products, such as our Lightwood
flooring, which provides a trendy look without costing the
shirt off your back and our Maxwood floor, which offers a
little something extra. In much the same way, the Maxwear floor is a product we created as a hybrid between LVT
flooring and laminate, which is durable but soft and also
incredibly easy to lay.
Take your time and explore all of our flooring options! They
may be a little different than what you are used to - but
we guarantee that each and every one of our floors has its
advantages; there is a good chance you will find exactly
what you are looking for!
On our website you can browse through our entire range of
wood and vinyl flooring.
Visit us at golvabia.com
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made in Sweden

Modern flooring of genuine wood

(mm) Length
Lodge
1190
3-strip
1190
2-strip
1190
Plank
1190
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Width

Thickness

m2/package

195
195
195
143

7.5
7.5
7.5
7.5

2.78
2.78
2.78
2.04

Year

Warranty

7,5 mm

Topguard
6x

Patent protected,
www.valinge.se/patents
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Personal choice
Lightwood is available in a range of wood varieties and patterns.
The lightly textured surface enhances the natural feel of the wood.
All surfaces are matt lacquered.
Lightwoord flooring is very easy to install. at only 7.5 mm thick and with
modern click-lock technology, the floor can be installed quickly and easily
without having to adjust the thresholds, mouldings and door skirting.
Genuine wood, but a little bit less of it. The thinner wood layer is produced
using a modern technology that helps conserve our natural resources.

134633 Oak white stained 2-strip
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Lightwood

- modern flooring of genuine wood.
Lightwood consists of natural materials - nothing but genuine wood. The
floor is manufactured in several layers using a modern technique, where
each layer is optimized to create the best possible properties. Precision milled joints and a solid, wood-fibre core provide stability and make the floor
easy to lay.
An incredibly smart design. Lightwood brings out the wood’s natural beauty
while making better use of the raw material, creating a surface that is inviting and comfortable under your feet.

The 6-layer Topguard protects
the wood surface from wear,
dirt and stains, without concealing the floor’s natural colour
and lustre.

The HDF core is a sturdy
wood fibre board with a 5G
click joint that makes the
floor quick and easy to lay.

The genuine wood surface gives
the floor its beautiful appearance, with the natural variation in
the wood grain pattern.

The back side of the flooring has a
paper balancing layer that reduces
stress in the floor, which can be
caused by variations in moisture
and temperature.
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Genuine wood,
- used in smart way

Lightwood is a genuine wood floor but a little smarter, with all the properties that only a real
wood floor can offer: warmth, comfort and all the nuances of a natural product. The thinner
wood layer is produced using a modern technology that helps save our natural resources. This
allows each tree to be turned into more flooring.

1190x195 mm

Lodge Oak Unique

Lodge Oak White stained

Lodge Oak Newport

Lodge Oak Grey
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1190x195 mm

1190x195 mm

1190x195 mm

Lodge Oak Unique raw

Lodge Oak Nature

134741

134733

134738

134735

1190x195 mm

1190x195 mm

3-strip Oak Country

134757

134742

1190x195 mm

3-strip Oak White stained

3-strip Ash

3-strip Oak

1190x195 mm

1190x195 mm

3-strip Ash White stained

3-strip Oak Smoked

* These floors have a smooth surface. Other floors have a brushed surface.

134350*

1190x195 mm

134333

134347*

134301*

1190x195 mm

1190x195 mm

134331*

134334

Modern flooring of genuine wood

2-strip Oak

1190x195 mm

2-strip Oak White stained

134681

Plank Oak Nature

1190x195 mm

134633

Plank Oak White stained

2-strip Oak Elegant Grey

1190x195 mm

134639

Plank Oak Ship Deck

2-strip Oak Warm Black

1190x195 mm

134647

Plank Oak Smoked

2-strip Oak Unique

2-strip Walnut

1190x195 mm

1190x195 mm

134685

134688*

1190x195 mm

Plank Oak Unique

Plank Walnut

134536

1190x195 mm

1190x195 mm

1190x195 mm

1190x195 mm

1190x195 mm

134533

134522*

132934

134585

134548*
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made in Sweden

A robust and strong wood floor

Lodge
3-strip
2-strip
XL
JAZZ

12
12

(mm) Length
1190
1190
1190
1190
595

Width

Thickness

m2/package

195
195
195
190
121

10.5
10.5
10.5
10.5
12

1.86
1.86
1.86
2.05
0,79

Year

Warranty

10,5 mm

Topguard
8x

Cork backing

Patent protected,
www.valinge.se/patents
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Personal choice
Maxwood is a great option when you are looking for a genuine
wood floor for your home, with all of the natural beauty and
comfort, but without sacrificing of durability and lifespan.
Maxwood is easy to install, is just 10.5 mm thick, and utilizes
the latest click lock technology. The comfort is further improved by the built-in cork soundproofing layer
Maxwood is the perfect option in an environment that sees a
little more wear and tear.

136836 Oak Lodge Clear Raw
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Maxwood

- Classic beauty, modern design.
Maxwood is an innovative flooring material that opens the door to new options in wood flooring - and brand new possibilities to add the feel of wood
to your interior. With its impeccable design and smart material selection,
this floor can stand up to heavy use without losing the floor’s natural benefits. Beauty and comfort - without compromising on durability.

The 8-layer Topguard protects the wood surface from
wear, dirt and stains.
The amply dimensioned HDF board body provides stability to the floor. The 5G click-lock
function makes the floor very easy to lay.
The protective impregnation in the joints provides
greater resistance against
moisture.

The genuine wood floor
surface lends the floor its
beautiful appearance.

The back side of the flooring
has a layer of natural cork,
which creates a degree
of comfort and offers
sound-proofing properties.
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Beautiful wood flooring
in a range of styles.
Maxwood is available in a range of wood varieties
and patterns. Our Lodge floors are especially attractive options; wide plank flooring available
in oak, ash and walnut.

3-strip Ash White stained

1190x195 mm

3-strip Oak Matte

3-strip Oak Raw

2-strip Oak Unique

1190x195 mm

Lodge Oak Unique oiled
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136337

1190x195 mm

1190x195 mm

136331

136341*

1190x195 mm

2-strip Cherry Matte

2-strip Walnut

1190x195 mm

136689*

136685

136688*

1190x195 mm

Lodge Oak Nature

1190x195 mm

136842

Lodge Oak Unique

1190x195 mm

136841

Lodge Oak Nature raw

1190x195 mm

Lodge Oak Nature white

1190x195 mm

136843

Lodge Ash White stained

1190x195 mm

136831

Lodge Oak Elegant Grey

Lodge Oak Espresso

Lodge Oak Warm black

* These floors have a smooth surface. Other floors have a brushed surface.

1190x195 mm

1190x195 mm

Lodge Walnut blackened

136851

136836

136845

136830

1190x195 mm

1190x195 mm

136858*

136847

A robust and strong wood floor

136843 Lodge Oak Nature white
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Maxwood XL

- same quality, but longer.
We now offer our signature Maxwood boards in 180 cm lengths which further
reinforces the feel of genuine old-fashioned floorboards.

Lodge Oak Unique

1800x190 mm

137041

Oak White stained

1800x190 mm

137033

Oak Nature raw

Oak Nature

1800x190 mm

1800x190 mm

Oak Elegant grey

Oak Espresso
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137037

137042

1800x190 mm

1800x190 mm

134045

137030

Oak White stained

1800x190 mm

137031

Walnut Blackened

1800x190 mm

137048

A robust and strong wood floor

137041 Oak
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Maxwood Jazz

- Herringbone with cork backing
Finally, easy to lay click flooring with a herringbone pattern.
Patterned floors have been around for ages, but pattern laying is now becoming more
trendy and functional than ever. The herringbone pattern is ideal both for classic and
modern interiors. This pattern is a classic that is still very popular; choose between
four different colours that will all add a unique impression to your home. The floor is
easy to lay with right and left boards with a Unifit laying system. A cork backing that
provides the same comfort as other Maxwood flooring.

Walnut Blackened

Oak Raw

595x121 mm

595x121 mm

135948

135943

Oak Natural

Oak Mist

595x121 mm

595x121 mm

12 mm
Year

Warranty

Cork backing
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135941

135945

A robust and strong wood floor

135945, Oak Desert
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A tougher flooring material

(mm) Length
1190
1190
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Width

Thickness

195
299

11
11

m2/package

1.86
2.11

Year

Warranty

11 mm

Class 33

Cork backing

Patent protected,
www.valinge.se/patents
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Personal choice
Golvabia’s own floor material, Maxwear, provides an attractive combination
of softness and durability. This versatile material combines extreme durability
with inviting, comfortable characteristics.
Maxwear provides a surface that is durable and comfortable. The high level of
comfort is further improved by a built-in sound proofing layer made with natural cork, and durability is improved through the protective impregnation of the
click-lock joints.
Our Maxwear range offers contemporary designs that provide a natural feel.

116114 Oak Grey
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Maxwear

- Soft but durable, tough but comfortable
Maxwear is built with carefully selected components, which combine to
provide a revolutionary combination of comfort and technical characteristics.
A new material that offers a number of advantages and meets extremely high
demands for wear, noise reduction and appearance.

Aquapreg-The protective impregnation in the joints provides greater
resistance against moisture.

The 0.55 mm hardened vinyl surface layer
is a soft yet extremely durable material that
also provides springiness and reduces noise.

The PU-layer makes the floor
easy to clean and resistant to
scratches and scuffs.
The amply dimensioned HDF
board body provides stability
to the floor. The 5G click-lock
function makes the floor very
easy to lay.

Cork backing The back side
of the flooring has a layer of
natural cork, which creates a
degree of comfort and offers
soundproofing properties.
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Trendy patterns
with natural comfort

Oak Smokey

1190x195 mm

Oak Grey

1190x195 mm

116114

1190x195 mm

116118

Oak Coffee

1190x195 mm

116120

Oak Dusk

Oak Timber

1190x195 mm

116122

Oak Vintage

Oak Classic

1190x195 mm

116124

Oak Foggy

Oak Sand

1190x195 mm

116116

Oak Raw

1190x195 mm

116123

Oak Mountain
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116119

1190x195 mm

116117

Oak Nordic

1190x195 mm

1190x195 mm

1190x195 mm

116101

116113

116121

A tougher flooring material

116118 Oak Dusk
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Maxwear Stone
- like stone, but soft.

Golvabia’s own flooring material Maxwear is now also available in stone patterns in a somewhat
larger format. An attractive combination of softness and durability. This versatile material combines
extreme durability with inviting, comfortable characteristics. Maxwear provides a surface that is
durable and comfortable. The high level of comfort is further improved with a built-in soundproofing layer made with cork, and durability is improved through the protective impregnation of the
click-lock joints.

Portland

1190x299 mm

115551

Dolomit

1190x299 mm

115552

Basalt
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1190x299 mm

115553

Stone
A tougher flooring material

115551 Portland
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Facts about
Golvabia flooring

Facts - Patterns
PLANK/LODGE

GRADING

A 1-strip, which shows off the natural beauty of a wood floor.
The floor is provided with a micro-bevel on the long side,
which further enhances the appearance of the plank floor.

Nature: A calming, natural grade.
Harmonious colouring. Occasional sound knots that lend a natural
appearance. No filler.

Plank

Lodge

3-STRIP
A classic parquet pattern. The pattern was originally favoured
since, by using smaller pieces for the floor, you could use more
of the tree and save the larger boards for furniture making.
With 3-strip flooring, you get more material and a lively floor.

3-strip

2-STRIP
A popular parquet pattern. Slightly larger strips provide an
elegant look; especially attractive in larger rooms.

2-strip

SHIP DECK FLOORING
A 1-strip floor with a black edge strip that gives the floor a
feel of a ship's deck that has been sealed between each deck
board to prevent water from running through. The edge strip
on our ship deck flooring is integrated and requires no extra
work during installation.

Ship Deck Flooring

32

Unique: A lively, natural grade. Plenty of knots, which also may be filled.
Genuine wood flooring!

134350 Oak 3-strip Country
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WOOD FLOORING
LIGHTWOOD/MAXWOOD
All of Golvabia’s wood
flooring has a surface that
provides the floor with a long
lifespan and makes it easy to
maintain, with an advanced
protection system that makes
our floors resistant to wear
Our solvent-free lacquer is
applied in a minimum of six
layers, which creates a very
strong protective barrier.

BRUSHED SURFACE
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VINYL SURFACE - MAXWEAR
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STAINED COLOURS
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Through the years, classic wood varieties such
.rätkarak kitsur hco gildyt ne reg tekliv
as oak and ash have been
used extensively. White
and grey flooring is quite
popular at the moment.
During the staining process, we add pigment to
the first coat of lacquer,
which we gently brush
into the wood to create
a floor with a beautiful
stained texture without
removing the floor’s
natural wood feel.

STRUCTURE, MAXWEAR SURFACE LAYER

What makes Maxwear’s surface unique
is that it is durable and tough yet is still
soft, comfortable and warm.

0.55mm transparent hardened vinyl.
Durable and tough.
The PU-layer makes the floor
easy to clean and resistant
to scratches and scuffs.

A vinyl comfort layer that provides
springiness and comfort.
Two layers of fibreglass reinforcement to add stability to the floor.

HDF- body
Model: Surface layer - Maxwear
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136841 Oak
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Facts - locking system, cork and Aquapreg

5G® Fold Down locking system
All of the flooring produced by Golvabia has the unique 5G® fold down locking
system. Just one click and the board is in place - no tools needed. Simple laying
means that anyone can create a perfect result quickly and easily!
Patent protected,
www.valinge.se/patents

1. There is a resilient strip in
the groove that allows the
floor to be folded straight
down.
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2. When the next board is placed, the strip springs back so
that the board can be easily
laid.

3. Once the board is in place,
the strip springs back out and
locks the board in place.

Natural cork
The cork we use is harvested from the outer
bark of the cork tree. Cork has so many
desirable characteristics and a wide range of
uses - from wine corks to building materials. Cork bark can
be harvested every nine years without damaging the tree. During the
years in between, the cork tree continues to absorb carbon dioxide and
remains an important part of the conservation of biodiversity in the
Mediterranean, the region where cork primarily grows.

Maxwood and Maxwear have an integrated cork backing. You can also
purchase a cork underlay on a roll. Cork is warm, soft and provides a
give that no other material can match, which adds comfort to the floor
when standing and walking.

AquaPreg

- edge impregnation
Wood flooring traditionally has an Achilles heel when it
comes to water exposure. Moisture can be absorbed by the
wood fibres, which can swell and deform. We have made
durability a priority for Maxwood and Maxwear. Therefore,
we have applied protective impregnation in the joints,
AquaPreg since 1992. This makes Maxwood and Maxwear
more durable than traditional fibreboard flooring.
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Floor properties
Thickness

Public area
with light use Public areas Cork backing

7,5 mm

10,5 mm

Surface

Warranty

0.6mm wood
with
Topguard x6

20

0.6mm wood
with
Topguard x8

20

0.55 mm
vinyl with PU
layer

20

Year

Warranty

5

Year

Warranty
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11 mm

5

Year

Warranty

SYMBOL OVERVIEW
10,5 mm
Year

Warranty

Produced in Anderstorp,
Sverige.

Warranty 20 years in domestic areas 5 years in public
areas. See the warranty

Floor’s total thickness.

Topguard
8x

Golvabia’s wood flooring is
produced with a thin layer
of real wood. We conserve
natural resources.

Cork backing

Cork backing for increased
comfort, reduces sound
and gives the floor a nice
feel under your feet.

Our wood flooring has a
durable surface we call
Topguard. Lightwood has 6
layers while Maxwood has
8 layers.

This floor is extremely
durable.

Class 33

A floor with this rating is
suitable for public environments with heavy use.

Patent protected,
www.valinge.se/patents

5G click, fold-down.
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”Back in 1949 we started from scratch,
today we are one of Sweden’s leading
flooring manufacturers. Welcome to
navigate in our world of floors.”

AB Golvabia | Box 43, SE-334 21 | Anderstorp, Sweden
E-mail: info@golvabia.se | www.golvabia.com | #golvabia

